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2Association schemes
:Aset of $(d+1)$ matrices $A_{0},A_{1},\cdots,A_{d}$ of size $n\mathrm{x}n$ is an assniation





1. $A_{i}$ {0,1}-matrix, $A_{0}=identity$ matrix
2. $A_{0}+A_{1}+A_{2}+\cdots+A_{d}=J$( $all$ one matrix)
3. for any $i,$ $tA:=A_{i}*\mathrm{h}\mathrm{o}1\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$ for some $i*$
4. $A_{i}A_{j}=\Sigma_{k=0}^{d}p_{i,j,k}A_{k}$
The relation matrix $A$ of the association scheme is defined by $A=0A_{0}+1A_{1}+2A_{2}+\cdots+dA_{d}$ .
relation matrix $A$
:input $[[1,1,1,2,2], [1,3,2,4,5]]$
the root anode at the deepest level$=\mathrm{m}$ association scheme
$A=\{\begin{array}{llllllll}0 1 2 3 44 5 51 0 .\cdots 3 0\cdot 2 0 4 0 4 0 5 0 5 0\end{array}\}$ , $A=[54542301$ $54453021$ $44550321$ $44550231$ $30245415$ $02344551$ $03442155$ $02344155]$
anode at level 4(4 relation matirx)







nodes at level 5(chfldren of the above node)
$[44552301$ $44553021$ $44550132$ $44550231$ $23054514$
$054415$
$024455$




5 3 ( 5 3 )
3
Our parallel computing:(Step $\mathrm{O}$) $arrow \mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}$ $1arrow \mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}2arrow\cdots$
Step 1-1Step 1-2Step1-3
relation matrix 5





Xsearch in step 1
@remained and saved in step 1
$\mathrm{L}_{\mathrm{d}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}}$ to generate $\fbox\bullet$ in step 2
Distribute \copyright $\mathrm{a}\fbox\bullet$ for subtree searchs in step 2
within aceratin time limit.
Save whether subtree searchs in $\square _{\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}}$ finished
with atime limit in case for $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$-starting step2.
6 relation matr
step 1 relation matrix
step 1




Distribute $\ \mathrm{I}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{O}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}$ subtree searchs in step 3
within atime limit.





relation matrix data start
step
4
Accelerafing data for input $[[11,11],$ $[2,1]]$ with the time limit of 30 seconds (4 trials)
Number of slaves l-st 2-nd 3-rd 4-th unlimited
5 663 633 471 493 471
10 342 316 253 259 306
20 184 172 139 141 218
30 145 124 101 100 –
40 109 103 95 94 –
50 116 94 84 88 –
60 108 84 73 76 –
70 86 73 72 70 –
sla subtree
search $215\sec$ 30 slaves
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Some fast results on input $[[11,11],$ $[2,1]]$
Number of slaves 30 $\sec$ 90% busy 12 $\sec$ 90% busy unlimited 90% busy
5 471 458 472 457 471 447
10 249 223 246 230 306 282
20 140 113 133 115 218 100
30 99 73 98 75 –
40 93 59 76 57 –
50 84 41 69 43 –
60 73 29 63 37 –




level node $()$ step
node node 4node level 17
children
Level $[[11, 11]$ , $[2, 1]]$ $[[13, 13]$ , $[2, 1]]$ $[[1, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 8, 8],[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 9]]$
5 164 1067 (425) 10
6 601 15794 (2497)






$n-1$ 104 4508 767




Slave input relation matrix input $\equiv \mathrm{p}\mathrm{f}$
:input $[[1,1,1,2,2],[1,3,2,4,5]]$
Send anode at level 4( deeper level ):
$(\begin{array}{llllllll}0 1 2 3 4 4 5 51 0 3 2 4 4 5 53 2 0 1 5 5 4 42 3 1 0 5 5 4 4\end{array})$
Receive the chil en at level 5:(5 )
$\mathrm{D}(4 4 5 5 0 1 2 3 )$
the nodes at level
$5.\cdot’(\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{44}\pi a)$
$4$ h5–\check 5 m0 1 $53$ 2 )
( $30421$ $40231$ $02351$ $02351$ $44055$ $44551$ $44255$ $44355$ ), $(40321$ $40231$ $03251$ $02351$ $04455$ $44551$ $43455$ $44255)$
Receive the results( $\supseteq \mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}$ inputs to the next step).
level 15 node slave level 17 relation matrix
16 17
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